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Q1 - Are you a current member of ESS?

Yes

No

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 Are you a current member of ESS? 1.00 2.00 1.13 0.34 0.11 76

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Yes 86.84% 66

2 No 13.16% 10

76



Q2 - Prior to the SEES/WESS merger, which was your primary member website?

SEES website
(https://sites.goog

le.com/view/ess-see
s-group/home)

WESSWeb
(https://wessweb.in

fo)

Both equally

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Prior to the SEES/WESS merger, which was your primary

member website?
1.00 3.00 1.92 0.53 0.28 76

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field
Choice
Count

1 SEES website (https://sites.google.com/view/ess-sees-group/home) 18.42% 14

2 WESSWeb (https://wessweb.info) 71.05% 54

3 Both equally 10.53% 8

76



Q3 - How often have you tended to visit either the SEES website or WESSWeb in the

past?

Weekly

Monthly

Every few months

Once per year or
less frequently

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
How often have you tended to visit either the SEES website or

WESSWeb in the past?
1.00 4.00 3.04 0.83 0.70 76

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Weekly 3.95% 3

2 Monthly 21.05% 16

3 Every few months 42.11% 32

4 Once per year or less frequently 32.89% 25

76



Q4 - Which forms of content would you most want to see on the new ESS website?

(Check all that apply)

European Studies
Section/ACRL news

Information on ESS
administrative/org

anizational
structure; info on

subcommittees,
meeting minutes,

etc.Regionally
oriented research

guides (akin to
those currently on

WESSWeb e.g.
German Studies

Web)
User discussion

forums or question
threads (similar

to Quora or those
on ALA Connect,

etc.)

Blogging and
"experience-sharin
g" from members

(e.g. “how did I
solve this

problem?”)

Links to related
organizations,

tools, resources

SEES/WESS
newsletters

Guides, tips,
tutorials, or

shared solutions
for common member

challenges

Other (Please
explain)

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

# Field Choice Count

1 European Studies Section/ACRL news 15.52% 54

2 Information on ESS administrative/organizational structure; info on subcommittees, meeting minutes, etc. 11.21% 39

3 Regionally oriented research guides (akin to those currently on WESSWeb e.g. German Studies Web) 13.79% 48

4 User discussion forums or question threads (similar to Quora or those on ALA Connect, etc.) 6.03% 21

5 Blogging and "experience-sharing" from members (e.g. “how did I solve this problem?”) 10.34% 36

6 Links to related organizations, tools, resources 13.51% 47



Showing rows 1 - 10 of 10

# Field Choice Count

7 SEES/WESS newsletters 14.66% 51

8 Guides, tips, tutorials, or shared solutions for common member challenges 12.64% 44

9 Other (Please explain) 2.30% 8

348

Q4_9_TEXT - Other (Please explain)

Other (Please explain)

ESS news -- but general ACRL news is not necessary, as it is posted and distributed elsewhere (the slash in choice 1 is ambiguous)

I like the idea of links to related orgs, tools, etc., but feel that this would be very cumbersome to maintain. Could a new site include this info in a blog
post fashion with tags that could be searched for "links" "teaching," etc.? Or could the newsletters be organized with such tags and serve more than
one role (newsletter/blog combined?)

Slavic Cataloging Manual, or maybe that is not part of this survey. My most important ESS tool at the moment.

Members directory, institutional members, etc.

recent research resources (especially online sources)

It would be helpful tp provide links to archived webinars, tips related to collection development, etc.

Form used by Vendor Relations Comm to solicit donations from vendors

Midwinter and Annual Meetings schedules, agendas, and minutes! Maybe that's implied in "news"?



Q5 - Of the forms of content you selected above, which three do you consider most

important?

European Studies
Section/ACRL news

Information on ESS
administrative/org

anizational
structure; info on

subcommittees,
etc.

Regionally
oriented research

guides (akin to
those currently on

WESSWeb e.g.
German Studies

Web)

User discussion
forums or question

threads (similar
to Quora, etc.)

Blogging and
"experience-sharin
g" from members

(e.g. “how did I
solve this

problem?”)

Links to related
organizations,

tools, resources

SEES/WESS
newsletters

Guides, tips,
tutorials, or

shared solutions
for common member

challenges

Other (Please
explain)

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

# Field Choice Count

1 European Studies Section/ACRL news 17.09% 34

2 Information on ESS administrative/organizational structure; info on subcommittees, etc. 14.57% 29

3 Regionally oriented research guides (akin to those currently on WESSWeb e.g. German Studies Web) 18.09% 36

4 User discussion forums or question threads (similar to Quora, etc.) 4.02% 8

5 Blogging and "experience-sharing" from members (e.g. “how did I solve this problem?”) 9.55% 19

6 Links to related organizations, tools, resources 13.57% 27



Showing rows 1 - 10 of 10

# Field Choice Count

7 SEES/WESS newsletters 14.57% 29

8 Guides, tips, tutorials, or shared solutions for common member challenges 7.54% 15

9 Other (Please explain) 1.01% 2

199

Q5_9_TEXT - Other (Please explain)

Other (Please explain)

Slavic Cataloging Manual

Midwinter and Annual Meetings schedules, agendas, and minutes



Q6 - Do you want the new website to have a ESS member directory, and if so do you

want it to be password-protected?

No, do not want
directory

Yes, and it should
be

password-protected

Yes, but it does NOT
need to be

password-protected

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Do you want the new website to have a ESS member directory,

and if so do you want it to be password-protected?
1.00 3.00 2.40 0.68 0.47 70

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field
Choice
Count

1 No, do not want directory 11.43% 8

2 Yes, and it should be password-protected 37.14% 26

3 Yes, but it does NOT need to be password-protected 51.43% 36

70



Q7 - Which feature(s) or content of the SEES/WESS websites have typically motivated

you to visit them in the past?

Which feature(s) or content of the SEES/WESS websites have typically motiva...

I like book reviews and notifications about different electronic resources to use to locate information on topics pertaining to European studies and the
EU.

committee charges, agendas, and minutes; discussion group agendas and minutes; (W)ESS Newsletter; schedule of ESS (and related) meetings and
social events at upcoming ALA conference; pages on European book fairs membership directory regional studies pages, other compilations of links to
resources

The only time I ever went was to try to figure out how and when to join, and if anyone could joint committees, and how to join those. The information
wasn't very clear on the site.

the regional guides; WESS newsletter

Information about conferences, minutes, meetings, book fairs, the research guides like German Studies, the Slavic Cataloging Manual, just lots of
essential stuff.

Conference program info. WESS organizational details (who is Chair of which committee). Subject specific info.

News

SEES administrative/organizational/governance information; the SEES newsletter; seeking information about the Slavic Cataloging Manual

good organization/design of SEES website, clarity

The WESS Web for area studies

Information on WESS, member directory, regional studies information

Contact list; regional resources and references (especially while learning the ropes of my subject/area--a helpful orientation and onboarding tool, esp.
since librarians are unlikely to have subject experts among their coworkers to provide training or guidance)

To access SEES newsletters

Regional content libguides

links to resources

Conference information, newletter, regional subject guides

Book reviews, discussions about electronic resources related to subject material

newsletter and regional guides

Directory, regional research guides



Which feature(s) or content of the SEES/WESS websites have typically motiva...

The fact that they're well organized.

I really like the lists of websites for British, French, medieval, etc. I had WESSWEB cataloged and I have it linked in a lot of my libguides for this reason.
I've never used the SEES website because I don't do SEES work. I've been on the vendor relations committee for some time and having the form the
vendors fill out to donate to ESS there it is easy to send vendors the link when I contact them trying to get money for us.

Resources links

Info on the bi-annual meetings, committee and DG info, subject guides

newsletter

resource guides, newsletters, reports

The directory, notes and reports from committees at past ALA or other conferences, country/region guides

WESS roster ESS Newsletter Member Directory Related Organizations Conference Information

I routinely look at the lists of digitized collections (newspapers, images, etc) for historical research questions from our faculty and graduate students.
Also, I use the membership directory to look for colleagues with similar job titles and duties in instances where I may want to contact them with
questions about their institutions or their work.

-information about conference programs and committee meetings -membership information on specific committees

The resources listed for different language areas.

Well organized regional information guides Meeting minutes

Who is serving on specific committees, etc. Newsletter info.

Most of these (I'm a former WESS chair, now retired and no longer a member of ACRL but still using WESSWeb info in a variety of scholarly
endeavors).

Mostly looking for sources

Usually when one of the newsletters comes out I visit the site.

The newsletter with its personal and institutional news and targeted articles. Agendas and minutes of meetings. Regional lists (German studies, Frence
studies, etc.) of web sources, bibliographies, reference guides. ALA meeting schedules. Member contact information with credentials, training,
publications, etc.

Directory, Newsletters, Area Studies

- questions about who is on what committee - regional guides, looking for resources or tips in areas outside my expertise



Q8 - What are your favorite library organizational websites?

What are your favorite library organizational websites?

ACRL, CAPAL

WESSWeb

I don't really have any of these. :-(

I don't really have any.

ASEEES

For library organizational websites, I think the website of the Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials is a pretty much an ideal
model to follow. Lots of textual and visual information; lots of member-focused information on participating in the organization and connecting/sharing
knowledge with fellow members; transparent administrative/governance structure info; and thoughtfully-designed site overall.

Music Library Association

n/a

ALA, ASEEES (for library-related news)

Yale University Library German Language and Literature Guide

Libguides - subject guides at various university libraries

ACRL, CAPAL, ESS

SALALM

Rutgers, Penn, Columbia

I get enough pushed to me that I seldom visit Web sites.

WESSWEB RBMS, esp. the Career dev. part. British Library Michigan State University Libraries, where I work I have lots and lots of them in my various
libguides, which you can access here: http://staff.lib.msu.edu/widder/

Only one: WESS Germanic studies ALA accredited grad schools

Weds web!

Twitter feeds for ALA, BnF, and specialized DH sites; CRL

ALA IFLA NYLA WebJunction

Bayerische Staatsbibliothek (BSB) https://www.bsb-muenchen.de/

http://staff.lib.msu.edu/widder/
https://www.bsb-muenchen.de/


What are your favorite library organizational websites?

Library of Congress British Library

I get enough information pushed to me that I seldom visit websites.

1. https://salalm.org/ 2. https://researchsprints.org/

WessWeb individual library websites and catalogs vendor websites and databases

?

WESSWeb Libguides at various inistitions

https://salalm.org/
https://researchsprints.org/


Q9 - Which feature(s) do these websites have that you most appreciate?

Which feature(s) do these websites have that you most appreciate?

announcements, reference resources

content: committee charges, agendas, and minutes; discussion group agendas and minutes; (W)ESS Newsletter; schedule of ESS (and related)
meetings and social events at upcoming ALA conference; pages on European book fairs membership directory regional studies pages, other
compilations of links to resources format: wiki platform that facilitates direct updates by members

News, events

See above response. I think the balance between subject-oriented resources and information and information designed to serve member
needs/professional needs info is especially well managed.

It has a job board, but also the layout is clear and information is fairly easy to find.

n/a

Conference-related logistical information.

Very clean and attractively laid out

It's used at so many libraries, it's familiar as soon as you look at it. Easy to update, easy to navigate

information that is of interest to me and my work

Directory, research guides, databases

Membership directories

Links to the sorts of research/reference/primary sources material that are useful to the patrons I'm serving. Sometimes I point the users to these;
sometimes I use them myself in preparation for library instruction or for meeting individually with a patron, faculty or student, who seeks research
assistance for a paper or project.

clear organization, regular updating

Current book releases, access to scholars, and info on different scholarly projects

ALA- ALA Connect; Committee membership rosters; American Libraries online; Press releases; Current issues IFLA- Conference information; News &
Events; Section information NYLA- Conference information; Legislative action; Section and Roundtable Information WebJunction- Trends in libraries;
Webinar information; On-demand courses

BSB - Hover the cursor over the topical sections to get a list of specific contents. Also look at the big list of digitized resources.

Extensive, specialized information that is well organized and kept up to date.

Membership directory



Which feature(s) do these websites have that you most appreciate?

1. SALALM I really like the SALALM home page, including the scrolling gallery of the most important items. I also like the major categories on the
homepage: Featured - the most important thing (e.g. SALALM Conference, or profile of a library or project News - helps keep members up to date In
Case You Missed It: list of cool stuff that members thought was useful. Jobs & Internships - really important to help career development SALALM
Speaks - Interviews of awardees. I also like their navigation. Categories are logical, intuitive, meaningful and useful 2. RESEARCH SPRINTS Clean and
bold design. Not too complicated. Excellent use of images to give a human, personal feel to the organization.

searchability, but more important, findability. practicality for my daily workflow and information needs

Easy navigation ; Good indexing ; screens not so busy that you can't see - drop down menus

WESSWeb -searching capabilities - a lot of the content is on the front page, not hidden. - regional guides all have the same template so easy to find
information Libguides - ease of editing -pared down content on first page - navigating to content easy



Q10 - Looking at the following sample website -- https://salalm.org/ -- what content or

features seem the most relevant to a new ESS website?

Looking at the following sample website -- https://salalm.org/ -- what cont...

Jobs & Internships, announcements about conferences and the News section

resources; "About us"; news

The About us (both Join and documents), Conference, info about relevant SACO funnels, and link to regional groups.

Ooo, the clean and clearly defined layout for a start! the ICYMI The CFPs and travel grants the Resources section

Actually, pretty cool. Seems uncluttered and clear, easy to use? Looks good anyway. I only explored the top page. I am not sure how much "news" and
"members speak" sections would apply, but I can see it might be important for promotion and recruitment? Not what I am interested in though in my
work....

All of it! That is a great website. I have never looked at it before.

News, professional items, events

Oh hey -- the site I mentioned in the previous question! News/opportunities/resources sections are all good to foreground, as this site does. I do think
that a member forum or 'experience-sharing' area that lives directly on the site would be good to have in addition to what I see on salalm.org

links to resources links to conferences

In case you missed it, the Jobs and Internships, carousel of images right in the center of the page. Very clear, easy-to-navigate site. I also love the arm
with the lightning bolt that appears when one hovers the cursor over the header. I'm sure there's a European manuscript that would have something
just as eye-catching. Also, their site looks like a modern website. ESS looks like a Wiki page or a Web 1.0 site, and so makes the organization appear old
and out of date..

Featured

Acknowledging that ESS might not do (or try to do) everything that SALALM is doing, I found the following interesting/potentially useful: Everything
under "About Us", Book Fairs, Conference, Repository & Digital Archives, Bibliography, Digital Primary Resources, Latin American Collections &
Statistics, Reference/Instruction Wiki, Audiovisual Wiki, Regional Groups

Wow, that one is nicely designed. Unfortunately, we have an older browser that can't handle some of that design. But still, what I see is really attractive
and looks very useful. I like the contact information for vendors all in one place, and wish we had a similar list for Eastern Europe. I also like the regional
groups information all in one place.

Resources, jobs, primary sources,

Most of the tabs across the top seem relevant, but way too much scrolling.

That news section is great. The resources section. Conference. About us.

event announcements, deadlines for submissions

https://salalm.org/


Looking at the following sample website -- https://salalm.org/ -- what cont...

Clean look, quick mouse-over to very selective lists of useful resources. Vendors, organizations, resources look helpful.

For sure the Research Resources, the digital primary box. The other two boxes for bibliography and full texts of documents, some of this is useful for
patrons; other entries are more useful for librarians. These two provide a way for our scholarship to be better shared with each other than WESSWEB
presently offers. I see at the top also a Resources section listing all the parts. I like this. I like the vendors/organizations section also. We could use
something like this. Some of the WESSWEB's info like this is in the Regional sections now. Could we have it both places? Could we have links to
scholarly organizations outside of librarianship that Western European scholars, and some librarians, belong to and participate in? Yes, we could have
information about ESS structure, committees, member directory, etc. also.

Ease of navigation. Mobile friendly.

Every one of the tabs but regional groups. I like the clean, easy to read layout

news, featured content, jobs & internships, references/resources pages

the content is all at the top so that you don't need to scroll down to see the main headers very clear and noncluttered

News and Resources

Changing ribbon on main page Feature article Job offerings Interviews with members/awardee Vendor informations

There is too much downward scrolling, for starters. The cursor "hovering" feature with drop down lists of links is what I liked with the BSB site I
mentioned. I really like the jobs and internships section and ESS might also include librarian exchange possibilities.

I like the look and layout of the salalm web site. The homepage is well organized and is not too packed with words/information. Organizational news
and conference information are easy to find. The job ads is a nice feature as well although I'm not sure how often job seekers would look there. Given
that ACRL has a site for ESS using the ALA interface, ESS needs to decide whether it will continue to maintain a separate interface outside of ALA.
Does this cause confusion among members or potential members?

The News and Resources sections.

Resources such as special collections and primary resources

Access to past publications

Primary Resources, Collections, Conferences

Everything on the home page All the top-level pages would be relevant, and most of the sub-level pages.

The content of its Vendors / Organizations section. Its Resources section.

Resources and News

I like that it's easy to find the newsletter and the resources section.

The large Resources section The organization information -- though it's unclear where the historical minutes and agendas are, if at all. Vendor contact
information One glaring omission: it's fairly well browsable, but not apparently full-text searchable (something decently managed by the wiki search
box in WessWeb).

https://salalm.org/


Looking at the following sample website -- https://salalm.org/ -- what cont...

I like the organization and the drop down menus and the clean look. It is the Resources options and the News on the side that I like most content wise -
the Vendor list could potentially be helpful too - I'm not sure how we'd do that on ESS web - it would be longer I think since so many more countries -
but it could be useful. The Conference and Scholarship categories are good too. Having things divided into main categories, and then the ability to drill
down seems really important - but the News is still highlighted in the stream format

- very clean front page, not overwhelmed by lists of links - rotating images make it appealing - like the list of citations of articles by SALALM members
- news section - helps keep people up to date on opportunities in the profession. Also, good that it's not just SALALM activities but anything related to
Latin American Studies, etc.

https://salalm.org/


Q11 - Have you edited, contributed to, or administered either WESSWeb or the SESS

website?

Yes

No

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Have you edited, contributed to, or administered either WESSWeb

or the SESS website?
1.00 2.00 1.56 0.50 0.25 62

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Yes 43.55% 27

2 No 56.45% 35

62



Q12 - Which two editors’/administrators’ features or capabilities do you want most in the

new ESS website?

General ease of use
(WYSIWYG editor)

Richness of options
for formatting and

presentation

Easily managed roles
& permissions

structures

Control of
publication

logistics (e.g.
scheduling of posts)

Security and
stability of

platform

Built-in or easy to
use back-up features

Room to
expand—storage

Knowing content will
render well on

phones, tablets,
etc.

Other (Please
describe)

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

# Field
Choice
Count

1 General ease of use (WYSIWYG editor) 38.78% 19

2 Richness of options for formatting and presentation 14.29% 7

3 Easily managed roles & permissions structures 12.24% 6

4 Control of publication logistics (e.g. scheduling of posts) 2.04% 1

5 Security and stability of platform 14.29% 7

6 Built-in or easy to use back-up features 4.08% 2

7 Room to expand—storage 2.04% 1

8 Knowing content will render well on phones, tablets, etc. 8.16% 4

9 Other (Please describe) 4.08% 2



Showing rows 1 - 10 of 10

# Field
Choice
Count

49

Q12_9_TEXT - Other (Please describe)

Other (Please describe)

open source, nonprofit solutions (please stay away from Ebsco and the like)

I think ease of use is important - but I would not consider WYSIWYG easy - you have to know HTML - and it is cumbersome and difficult. A plug and
play CMS system seems much easier to me.



Q13 - Which feature did you most appreciate as an editor/contributor/administrator of the

SEES website?

General ease of use
(WYSIWYG editor)

Richness of options
for formatting and

presentation

Easily managed roles
& permissions

structures

Control of
publication

logistics (e.g.
scheduling of posts)

Security and
stability of

platform

Built-in or easy to
use back-up features

Room to
expand—storage

Knowing content will
render well on

phones, tablets,
etc.

Other (Please
describe)

N/A - did not edit,
contribute, or

administer SEES
website

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Which feature did you most appreciate as an

editor/contributor/administrator of the SEES website? - Selected
Choice

1.00 10.00 6.80 3.89 15.12 25

# Field
Choice
Count

1 General ease of use (WYSIWYG editor) 20.00% 5

2 Richness of options for formatting and presentation 8.00% 2



Showing rows 1 - 11 of 11

# Field
Choice
Count

3 Easily managed roles & permissions structures 4.00% 1

4 Control of publication logistics (e.g. scheduling of posts) 0.00% 0

5 Security and stability of platform 8.00% 2

6 Built-in or easy to use back-up features 0.00% 0

7 Room to expand—storage 0.00% 0

8 Knowing content will render well on phones, tablets, etc. 0.00% 0

9 Other (Please describe) 8.00% 2

10 N/A - did not edit, contribute, or administer SEES website 52.00% 13

25

Q13_9_TEXT - Other (Please describe)

Other (Please describe)

I contributed content I realize, someone else dealt with posting it on the web. Which was a cool feature in itself, come to think of it...

I never used this



Q14 - Which feature did you most appreciate as an editor/contributor/administrator of

WESSWeb?

General ease of use
(WYSIWYG editor)

Richness of options
for formatting and

presentation

Easily managed roles
& permissions

structures

Control of
publication

logistics (e.g.
scheduling of posts)

Security and
stability of

platform

Built-in or easy to
use back-up features

Room to
expand—storage

Knowing content will
render well on

phones, tablets,
etc.

Other (Please
describe)

N/A did not edit,
contribute, or

administer WESSWeb

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Which feature did you most appreciate as an

editor/contributor/administrator of WESSWeb? - Selected Choice
1.00 10.00 3.16 3.07 9.41 25

# Field
Choice
Count

1 General ease of use (WYSIWYG editor) 56.00% 14

2 Richness of options for formatting and presentation 4.00% 1



Showing rows 1 - 11 of 11

# Field
Choice
Count

3 Easily managed roles & permissions structures 12.00% 3

4 Control of publication logistics (e.g. scheduling of posts) 0.00% 0

5 Security and stability of platform 4.00% 1

6 Built-in or easy to use back-up features 4.00% 1

7 Room to expand—storage 8.00% 2

8 Knowing content will render well on phones, tablets, etc. 0.00% 0

9 Other (Please describe) 4.00% 1

10 N/A did not edit, contribute, or administer WESSWeb 8.00% 2

25

Q14_9_TEXT - Other (Please describe)

Other (Please describe)

I didn't think the old site was that easy to edit and use.



Q16 - Other comments or suggestions for the new ESS website

Other comments or suggestions for the new ESS website

What would be useful, besides the usual book reviews and electronic resources information, is any announcements about conferences and CFPs that
have a subject focus on European studies.

The criteria of general ease of use and richness of options for formatting and presentation may at first appear contradictory; the ideal would be a
flexible enough platform to allow multiple levels of participation -- so that contributors who simply want to be able to post quickly and with minimal
(self-)training can do so, whereas other contributors would have the option of providing additional features that are more elegant, colorful, etc. Having
worked with the WESSWeb wiki off and on for a number of years, I have welcomed its simplicity of use, as well as the helpful tips provided by Dick
Hacken; on the other hand, the limited formatting options can at times be frustrating. Thank you!

This is a needed and big undertaking. Thanks for taking it on Brian!

Perhaps ESS could consult directly with SALALM about how they created and how they manage their web presence.

I've never seen the old site, but this sub committee seems to be fairly dormant?

Drop-down menus are not the best for web accessibility, nor anything you have to scroll through

In light of web design trends, the site needs a complete makeover.

Accessibility! That is, the site itself should be accessible, and it would be great if it included information on accessibility relevant to European studies. I
think it's worth investing resources in making the website look professional, which could be as simple as consulting with a web designer about fonts
and organization, but could also include working with a graphic designer on a logo. SALALM's clean, modern-looking website is inviting to the user.

Let's make sure that there is diversity in the content-- representative of all the cultures and peoples of the region, not just the well-known or most
influential.

As a former member of the (then) WESS Publishing Committee, I am interested in hearing more about contributions academic librarians have made to
either the profession or subject-area content.

Maybe we need two versions, one for the ESS members and librarians and another version for use by the scholarly public?

I think that the WESS Web website was very functional, but now looks out of date (even if the content isn't!) It would be good to be able to include
some graphics.

I understand that this will be a work in progress. It will also be an opportunity to create a completely new resource that combines the best of both
WESS and SEES websites, and includes the best display and formatting techniques used by the BSB and SALALM sites.

The easier it is to post information and edit it, the more likely it is that members will participate in posting.

Beyond the technical aspects and choice of features, I think we need to clarify the roles of editors and members of the various parts, plus come up
with an organizational plan for each part. Much has been left up to the editors in the past, but it would be better if we had more participation and
collaboration from the members. Sometimes there has been good content provided by members but which is not updated by them, and it is not always
easy for editors to get responses from 'owners' of content. The editor is then left to either try to update the content him/herself or remove it, which we
hesitate to do.



End of Report

Other comments or suggestions for the new ESS website

If we don't have truly friendly ease of use, then the contributors to the website will be necessarily limited. My experience has shown that the active
user list is a very small subset of the potential contributors. If we can remove the psychological barriers by easy (and potentially fun) formatting with
WYSIWYG, then it will be easier for the administrators to get a range of volunteers and for annually-changing lists of discussion group leaders and
committee chairs to add correctly-designed minutes and agendas and committee lists to the site. I suggest that we keep the historical aspect of the
site intact, even if some of it is submerged by a page or two; that is to say, let's keep the old committee information, conference programs and
schedules, older newsletter articles, etc. Space is not so much a problem anymore, so we can afford to keep the ESS record intact.


